Pursuant to Law on spatial planning and object construction („Official Gazette RCG“, No. 51/08 as of 22.08.2008.) and the Decision of Executive Director No. 445/08:

„ ATLAS CENTAR“ D.O.O., Podgorica

Assigns

TENDER

For selection of the best suitable bidder for continuation of construction works on the object

ATLAS CAPITAL CENTAR in DUP area „Zone of central activities - Cetinjski road“—changes and amendments

Assigning party: „ Atlas Centar“ d.o.o.

I Subject:

Continuation of construction works at the object ATLAS CAPITAL CENTAR at urban lots 1, 2 and 3 in planning zone A in DUP area „Zone of central activities – Cetinjski road“—changes and amendments.

II Conditions:

The tender is public, all companies have the right to participate, i.e. legal parties resident or non-resident that meet the conditions envisaged in Article 106 of Law on spatial planning and object construction (Official Gazette RCG 51/08).

III Time and place of tender documentation review (purchase):

Tender documentation can be taken by interested bidders in premises of the company St. Skoja 57 (Elastik factory), Tološi each working day from 10 to 14h starting from 03.11 to 14.11.2008., it is necessary to show that the documentation purchase price is paid. Purchase price of documentation for complete works is ---------------1.000 €

Purchase price of documentation for individual works is ---------------300 €

The bank account for paying these amounts is No. 505-5931-29 at Atlasmont bank ad.

IV Contact persons:

- Maja Stijepović---tel. +382 20 409 819;
- Đorđe Matović---tel. +382 67 259 867

e-mail: maja.stijepovic@atlascentar.com